Cascade Schipperke Club Show #1 – July 7, 2018

Judge – Mr. J. Calvin Dykes

Best in Puppy Sweeps - EBONY SAND'S SET FIRE TO THE RAIN. Brdr: Lisa Haines, Amy Halterman, GCHP RIVENDEL'S BAREFOOT BANDIT HOF - GCH RIVENDEL'S CATCHING FIRE. Owners: Lisa & Shon Haines

Best Opp in Puppy Sweeps - RIVENDEL'S FORGED IN FIRE. Brdr: Amy Halterman, Lisa Haines, GCHP RIVENDEL'S BAREFOOT BANDIT HOF - GCH RIVENDEL'S CATCHING FIRE. Owners: Amy Halterman


Best Opp in Vet Sweeps - GCH JAM'S REBECCA. Brdr: Eva Kopf, CH MAJEKIN BEOWOLF - CH JAM'S JAGUAR. Owners: Eva Kopf

Judge – Mr. Lewis W. Bayne

Best of Breed - CH WILLOW'S WHO'LL STOP THE RAIN? RN MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX MFP T2B4 RATO HOF. Brdr: Terry Johnson, Diane Johnson, CH WILLOW'S BRAND'N MY HEARTNSOUL - GCH SPINDRIFT MYRA MCKENNA. Owners: Deborah Bruner

Best of Opp Sex - GCH RIVENDEL'S CATCHING FIRE. Brdr: Amy Halterman, Laura Halterman, GCHB DELAMER N RIVENDEL CATCH MY DRIFT - RIVENDEL'S WINTER IS COMING. Owners: Lisa Haines,Amy Halterman

Best of Winners/Winner’s Bitch - MARDECK'S MYSTICAL AURA OASIS. Brdr: E Marlene Layng, Cyara Layng, EXMOOR MANA MAGIC - CH MARDECK'S IRIDESSA. Owners: Bonnie Wolfe,Lyn Wolfe

Winner’s Dog - WILLOW'S MY AIM IS TRUE RN NJP NAP. Brdr: Diane Johnson, Terry Johnson, GCH CH WILLOW'S MAKE MY DAY - CH WILLOW'S TRUE TO MY HEART. Owners: Deborah Bruner

Cascade Schipperke Club Show #2 – July 8, 2018

Judge – Mrs. Sharon Dykes

Best Puppy Sweeps - RIVENDEL'S FORGED IN FIRE. Brdr: Amy Halterman, Lisa Haines, GCHP RIVENDEL'S BAREFOOT BANDIT HOF - GCH RIVENDEL'S CATCHING FIRE. Owners: Amy Halterman
Best Opp in Puppy Sweeps - MARDECK'S MYSTICAL AURA OASIS. Brdr: E Marlene Layng, Cyara Layng, EXMOOR MANA MAGIC - CH MARDECK'S IRIDESSA. Owners: Bonnie Wolfe, Lyn Wolfe

Best in Vet Sweeps - GCHB EBONY SAND'S GONE IN SIXTY SECONDS. Brdr: Lisa Haines, Kathy Navarrete, CH RIVENDEL ETCHED IN EBONY SANDS - GCH EBONY SAND'S ECLAIR. Owners: Lisa Haines, Kathy Navarrete

Best Opp in Vet Sweeps - GCH JAM'S REBECCA. Brdr: Eva Kopf, CH MAJEKin BEOWOLF - CH JAM'S JAGUAR. Owners: Eva Kopf

Judge – Dr. Wanda Spediacci

Best of Breed - GCHS BONCHIEN TRAFALGAR SQUARE. Brdr: Kristen Henry, GCHS BONCHIEN LAWLESS V JET - GCHS BONCHIEN BEE-UTIFUL BA-BEE. Owners: Susan J Altmeyer (Dog)

Best of Opp Sex - GCH RIVENDEL'S CATCHING FIRE. Brdr: Amy Halterman, Laura Halterman, GCHB DELAMER N RIVENDEL CATCH MY DRIFT - RIVENDEL'S WINTER IS COMING. Owners: Lisa Haines, Amy Halterman

Best of Winners/Winner’s Dog - KAYENTA'S HIGHWAY PATROL. Brdr: L Demmin, K Ireton, W Warren, S Morgan, CH DARADAN'S DESPERADO DESLUR - CH KAYENTA'S SEAS THE DAY. Owners: L Demmin, K Ireton, W Warren, S Morgan

Winner’s Bitch - VICTORIA'S BLAZE OF GLORY AT TUMBLEWEED. Brdr: Michele Kasten, June A Moore, CH DOTSU'S IN COMMAND OF IT ALL CDX - TUMBELWEED'S HEAR ME ROAR. Owners: Lynda L Kieres, Michele Kasten